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The Chrysler is a five-passenger mid-sized automobile [1] that was manufactured and marketed
by Chrysler from model years to across two generations in four-door sedan and two-door
convertible first generation only body styles. The nameplate debuted on the C , a prototype
hybrid vehicle shown at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit and based on
the Chrysler The C concept was engineered to accept either traditional gasoline, hybrid or
full-electric powertrains. The first generation Chrysler was a restyled, rebadged and
re-engineered version of the third generation Chrysler Sebring that began production in
Although the JS platform , of Mitsubishi origins, had been retained, there were many cosmetic
and powertrain changes to the The 2. Chrysler's new Pentastar 3. A flex-fuel version of the 3.
Other changes included stiffer body mounts, revised suspension geometry with a softer ride
rate, a new rear sway bar, and upgraded tires. The was also more highly equipped than the
Sebring. Chrysler added features such as LED lighting, thicker seat cushioning with higher
quality materials, along with new measures to decrease noise, vibration, and harshness.
According to Edmunds' Acevedot, "by changing the name, Chrysler was able to let its midsize
offering ride the coattails of the Chrysler and to encourage consumers to think of the as the
younger brother of the flagship "; as an all-new generation of the was released at the same time.
Acevedot also noted that the name change has the added benefit of distancing itself from its
predecessor, a vehicle notorious for quality issues and fleet pervasiveness. In early , Chrysler
CEO Sergio Marchionne announced that the first generation model will be short lived and a
redesigned next generation model would appear in auto shows January The Chrysler
Convertible featured revised suspensions. Prior to the model year, the suspension on
convertibles was largely shared with the Sebring that preceded it. The softtop convertible now
matches the sedan's revised suspension. The retractable-hardtop could not fully accommodate
the changes because the stiffer suspension would have made the ride too harsh. In the S trim
was removed and became two appearance options, S Interior and S Exterior options - that could
be added to other models. Mid-year in the model year, Chrysler unveiled the It also featured
custom Carhartt embroidery atop the most premium interior options for the The S Special
Edition evolved into the Super S the following year, with additional performance improvements.
The limited edition Chrysler Super S was a Mopar modified version and included two stages.
Stage One enhancements include a chin spoiler, mesh upper and lower grilles with the upper
grille finished in gloss black, as well as satin chrome grille and fog light trim. Side sills are
included with gray or hyper black inch wheels, while black chrome badges and satin chrome
side molding differentiate the Super S. Additional satin chrome finishes include the rear light
bar, as well as a new trunk lid spoiler and a matte black diffuser. Stage Two enhancements are
mechanical. A cold-air intake is fitted under the hood while a cat-back exhaust replaces the
stock setup. A coil-over suspension provides a lowered ride height and a lower center of
gravity. In Europe between and , the Convertible was rebranded and marketed under the Italian
Lancia marque. Becoming available in mid as an early Model Year vehicle, the second
generation debuted at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, Michigan, and
became available in dealership showrooms shortly after. The second-generation also had the
best V6 horsepower [19] the lowest drag-coefficient, [20] and was the first car in its segment to
have a dial-based gear shift. The second generation is only offered in sedan form. Chrysler
noted the declining demand for convertibles, and high costs to create a convertible version
using the all-new platforms, as reasons for not offering a convertible version. At its launch, the
was available in base LX , Limited , sporty S , and top-of-the-range C trim levels. Midway
through the model year, new Touring , Limited Platinum , and C Platinum trims were added in
place of the previous Limited and C. The continued in production at Sterling Heights Assembly
with the plant's paint shop received upgrades to facilitate production. The is equipped with
either a 2. An all wheel drive system is available with the 3. The system detects adverse road
conditions and engages, sending power to all 4 wheels. The system disengages when increased
traction is no longer needed. The new models debuted midyear as The model year production
run was exactly four months, with enough dealer supply to last through midyear The all-new
Chrysler offered four different Uconnect infotainment systems:. Technology features include a
7-inch LED screen full color instrument cluster, standard electronic rotary dial replacing the
console shifter, push button start, an available 8. An open pass through center console
provides storage. An Alpine 9-speaker and subwoofer system as well as a dual panoramic
sunroof are available options on S and C trims while Limited trims are available with a
traditional single panel sunroof. While in his initial announcement of this news, he criticized the
car's rear-door entry - some have argued this may not be due to the car's quality or success [29]
- particularly as the second-generation Chrysler has been a high volume seller for FCA.
Marchionne had said that he would be willing to continue production of the Chrysler , if another
automaker continued it - though he did not specify if he was seeking another manufacturer to

produce the as-is, or as a captive import of another vehicle. Either solution would not impact
FCA's CAFE margins, [31] thus allowing it to continue selling the cars while existing as
primarily a truck manufacturer in the United States. At the Detroit Auto Show , Marchionne
explained the decision to end production, and not offer a replacement for the US or Canada: "I
can tell you right now that both the Chrysler and the Dodge Dart, as great products as they
were, were the least financially rewarding enterprises that we've carried out inside FCA in the
last eight years," adding "I don't know one investment that was as bad as these two were. The
company had to find additional capacity for Jeep and Ram. Chrysler was thinking about using
the Chrysler in the advertisement, since it had a higher retail price than the and also enjoyed
better press-reviews, but quickly rejected the idea since the is not manufactured in the United
States, but in Ontario, Canada and would not fit the company's new branding. This commercial
enjoyed great popularity among viewers, [35] with the term "Chrysler " being the second
most-searched term on Google the day after the Super Bowl and search traffic for the vehicle
going up by percent on AOL Autos. The Chrysler also featured heavily in the London-based Live
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